Pokorny IEW 698 registers Lith. makonė (note lack of accent!) 'Pfütze' under *1. mā̆k-'naß, feuchten' along with makénti, maknóti 'durch Kot waten'. He adds Latv. mãkuônis 'Bewölkung', but I would rather set this aside, especially since Pokorny did not so much as show the enterprise to survey the Baltic horizon.
Pokorny then turns to the rich Slavic evidence, which he represents by OCS mokrъ 'naß, feucht', močǫ, -iti 'βρέχειν', russ. móknutь 'naß werden', močítь (accent supplied) 'to wet, soak', močá 'urine'. The iterative Russ. máčivatь and Czech mákati 'nässen', Russ. makát' 'dunk (e.g., in butter)' simply exemplify the well-known Balto-Slavic produktive Dehnstufe / v‫אַ‬dhi derivative process. We can ignore Ligurian Macra and such river names, whether "Alteuropäisch" or not. Anyhow, they will be secondary and only approximative.
We now have E. Fraenkel, Litauisches etymologisches Wörterbuch (vol. 1, 1955) to supply (399sq. s.v. makénti 'in sumpfigem Boden herumwaten …', where the 'Straßenkot' and 'tiefen Kot' are surely important purely for its drenching wetness) makõnė 'Sumpf, Morast, Pfütze' from Nesselmann (Wörter-buch, Königsberg 1851) 378 citing Brodowski, and the meticulous P. Skardžius Eric P. Hamp the Kėdaniai district; I take the alternation in this noun to result from dissimilation, thus yielding a source stem makn-. Continuing with Fraenkel's entry, we have Latv. makņa 'Sumpf, moorige Stelle', and verb makņît derived from this. Fraenkel then cites Slavic cognates (part of those above). Note that he also cites Latv. mãkuôņa, -nis, mãkulis 'Wolke', mãkuļuôt, màktiês 'sich bewölken', but these have a different suffix set and may or may not be related.
Thus from Baltic we clearly have Lith. makõnė, makn-, makénti, maknóti, maknótas, Latv. mâkņa. Remember that Lith. o represents earlier *ā, and therefore cannot represent directly the vocalism of a full-grade IE nasal suffix; it must result from an innovative Lithuanian creation, but with a nasal. We thus recover *makn-.
It is now possible to see that Slavic *mokrъ does not need to be *mok-ró-or *mək-ró-. It appears strongly that in Baltic *makn-and Slavic *mokr-we have the residue of an old heteroclite *mokr/n-, like *uodr/n-, etc.
Vasmer ', esp. 192 , which leads to *meu-(IEW 741), and then proceed from there. Again, our attention is properly focussed on wetness, and not on filth and faeces, in wich connexion cf. the derivations and semantic phraseology s.v. makėti in Smocziński SEJLit (Wilne 2007) 369-370.
We may now turn back to Balto-Slavic *mokr/n-, (Balto)Slavic *mok-and Albanian makë 'film formed on liquid, scum', which are all that remain of Pokorny's mā̆k-. But they can equally reflect *mok-. Apparently it was really only Ligurian that seemed to tip the scales in the first place!
We can now easily accommodate Frankel's suggestion of Lith. mẽkeris 'Fastensuppe aus Wasser, Schwarzbrot und Zucker', referring to Skardžius LKŽD 305; note also the -r-alongside the -n-we have observed. (The e-grade could have belonged to the locative sg. of the r/n-paradigm.) Note also Lith. mekẽtas, -is 'aus Sahne und Schmalz ohne Zusatz von Mehl bereitete Tunke zu Kartoffeln' (Fraenkel op. laud. 428 citing from Skardžius LKŽD 339, attested from Mosėdis in Kretinga dictrict). We may surely recognize a base *mek-(~ mok-) in Balto-Slavic.
For ain(n)mech 'wet, rainy' Vendryes LÉIA A-37 opines laconically 'sans étymologie'. It is now proposed that with intensive an-(LÉIA A-70) we have *ande-meko-(whether the compound is old or not) or *ande-moko-if it is surely old.
But with or without the Celtic the Balto-Slavic-Albanian (and early and semantically) restricts us to North European IE or its substrata. 
